
Quintessential Quintet: 
 describes Halina’s core and grounds her energy exactly  

 

 

 
 

Deep breath: That’s the powerful piece with potential for world peace, 
environmental health, climate change, equality of opportunity, abundance, 
diversity, inclusion together with respect for this planet on which we live. Why 
aim small when one’s vision can be huge. 
 
Halina’s vision is to have every person in the world: 

• at ease with who they are, choosing to be the very best that they can 
be always 

• respecting other views, beliefs even though they are at odds with 
one’s own 

• choosing to honour, respect, love and lavish care for themselves 

• being prepared to get it wrong yet learn from the experience 

• get over themselves and let go of their stuff 
 

 

Halina purposefully invests high octane energy and deep commitment in 
service of each client, team, organisation she works with to raise their bar in 
order that they can step into being the very best that they can be and even 
more. It’s a partnership along a journey where co-creating is the purpose so 
that her client can develop a coaching approach and become stand alone. 
 
Halina’s purpose is to work in the moment with what her client brings to each 
session to think about. This is within the context of the 3 main objectives / 
goals / aims that have been chosen by her client. Within also the clear 
evidence that will demonstrate that the 3 objectives / goals / aims have been 
achieved. Outcomes will have been noticed by colleagues for example. 
 
To work intuitively with the client’s material, to sense the trail within what is 
said and not said, the clues inadvertently given, the cues that language 
showcases with such clarity. 
 
Finely honed and tuned senses give Halina a crystal-clear competitive edge. 
She annoyingly notices that which would be preferred to stay hidden. The use 
of the symbolic, the metaphorical work in the client’s favour to gift deep, life-
changing insights. 
 
Want to discover what her client’s say about all this click here 

 

 

Halina’s values personally, and as a coach, are encapsulated in 6 words:  
gardener, harbourside, frausy, cutting edge, quartz crystal and rock chick. 
 
Gardener: practical, grounded working with abundance and growth, learning 
in the moment 
harbourside: synergy, wellbeing, being in alignment environmentally with 
natural rhythms 
Frausy: fun, playful, intuitive, lightness of touch, spontaneous, optimistic, joy 
an essential 
Cutting edge: courage, effortless adventure, making a difference, getting to 
the very core 
Quartz crystal: trust, integrity, respect, wisdom, accountable, authenticity, 
powerful 

https://www.halinajaroszewska.com/#testimonials


Rock chick: aware, superbly conscious of impact, secure & safe space, time 
freedom 

 

 

 

 
Ethos is the characteristic spirit of a culture, era, or community as manifested 
in its attitudes and aspiration. 
 
Halina’s characteristic spirit is described by: 

• colour metaphor – her favourite colour is sparkle 

• her brand colours of fuchsia and seagrass which mirror her behaviour 
preference profile of red and yellow – the fuchsia & red are the out 
there, let’s do it, leadership elements; the seagrass & yellow are the 
confident, inspirational, inviting, exciting elements 

• ability to really get people, get what is at the very core of them so 
spotlight their potential AND enable that core to blossom and shine to 
truly use all of their uniqueness 

• her positive approach to life, clarity of purpose, role model for wide 
range of age groups 

• being in the moment and recognising the elegance of the treasures 
that pop up daily 

 

 

 

A philosophy is a  

• group of ideas, worked out by someone who has given thought to the 
world in which they operate 

• way of thinking about the world, the universe and about people 

• statement of beliefs that guides  
 
And this is Halina’s philosophy: 
 
Choice moments for Halina are a statement of how to create her preferred, 
best life. There are 6 choice moments, and this is how she describes them: 
 

1. I choose to do work / things that contribute to my bliss. 
2. I choose things that contribute to the evolution of my heart. 
3. I choose things which have integrity within my garden. 
4. I choose things that contribute to as ‘smooth as silk’. 
5. To be chosen it needs to inspire me. 
6. I choose things that expand me 

 
When faced with request, offer, enquiry, challenge, proposal, decision she will 
take a breath and pause. Then having asked herself ‘Does this / it of the 6’ 
there needs to be a clear YES to each in order for whatever to become part of 
her life. If not a clear YES then it’s a no. 
 
She applies her compassionately ruthless approach to herself without 
hesitation.  

 
 


